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Abstract
This article presents a new adaptive reduced order model for resolving the angular
direction of the Boltzmann transport equation, based on proper orthogonal decomposi-
tion (POD) and the method of snapshots. It builds upon previous methods of applying
POD to the angular dimension, with modifications to increase accuracy and solver sta-
bility. Previous methods used continuous global functions spanning the whole sphere.
The new approach, discontinuous POD (DPOD), partitions the surface of the sphere
into angular regions, each with an independent set of POD basis functions. Combined,
these can approximate flux distributions which span the sphere using optimised basis
functions for each angular region. In addition, a novel implementation of adaptive an-
gular resolution known as adaptive discontinuous POD (ADPOD) is presented, which
allows the number of DPOD basis functions to vary by angular octant and spatial ele-
ment. DPOD and ADPOD are applied to two problems in order to demonstrate their
benefits compared to POD. Both are shown to reduce the number of solver iterations
required to find a solution and decrease the error in the angular flux.
1 Introduction
The Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE) is a linear partial differential equation which de-
scribes particle transport statistically. Finding numerical solutions to the BTE is vital for a
wide range of applications involving particle transport, including aerodynamics [1], radiative
transport [2] and solid state physics [3]. As the BTE is not analytically solvable in general,
numerical methods are used. This is often computationally expensive, as the problem may
be up to 7-dimensional - 3 space, 2 angle, 1 time and 1 energy [4]. Each additional dimension
multiplies the degrees of freedom of the problem, increasing both the computation time and
memory requirements. The challenge of solving the BTE for complex systems has been one
of the motivations for investigation into Reduced Order Modelling (ROM).
Reduced Order Models (ROMs) have rapidly gained popularity in recent years, as they
allow solutions from a conventional model to be used in the creation of a new model with
comparable accuracy but reduced computational complexity. ROMs have been applied to
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a vast range of problems, from signal analysis and pattern recognition [5], to statistics [6],
and geophysical fluids [7]. They have been particularly successful in simulating fluid flows
following the early work of Lumley [8], and have been applied to turbulent pipe flows [9],
wakes behind a cylinder [10], flows across air foils [11], the mixing of fluid layers [12], thermal
currents [13, 14] and ocean models [15]. Their success lies in the construction of optimal
reduced basis sets that can resolve a class of problems using very few functions. This en-
ables the discrete problem to be formed with low dimensionality, typically of the order of a
hundred or fewer. These systems are significantly smaller, and thus more efficient to solve,
than high dimensional models formed from discretisations such as the finite element [16],
finite difference [17] and finite volume methods [18].
There are several techniques for constructing reduced basis sets, which can be categorised
as either a priori or a posteriori methods. A priori methods such as Proper Generalised
Decomposition aim to generate reduced bases without solutions to a full model [19], whereas
a posteriori methods such as the Empirical Interpolation Method [20, 21], neural networks
[22] and Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) use existing solutions to produce a re-
duced basis for use in further simulation. This work will focus on the method of POD, first
proposed by Pearson [23], in conjunction with the method of snapshots [24]. This approach
uses a selection of snapshots, which are solutions obtained from a full order model such as
a high resolution finite element model, to form optimal basis functions for a particular class
of problems.
In the field of nuclear engineering, ROMs have begun to make progress towards provid-
ing efficient and accurate predictions for both reactor physics and shielding problems. Early
work in reactor physics includes [25], which applied POD to resolve the spatial dependence
of general eigenvalue problems, and [26], which used it to perform transient analysis of ac-
celerator driven systems. A comparison of POD to modal methods in transient analysis
is given in [27], and the use of ROMs to resolve sub-channels in lead cooled fast reactors
is developed in [28]. POD has also been applied to resolve the angular dependence of the
neutron transport equation [29], which was followed by similar work to resolve the angular
dimension in radiative heat transfer problems [30]. More recent work has applied POD to
non-linear feedback effects within lead-cooled reactors [31], fuel burnup within benchmark
systems [32], molten salt reactor analysis [33], and natural thermohydraulic circulation [34].
This article presents a new discretisation method using a POD based ROM to resolve the
angular dimension of the Boltzmann transport equation. This work is based on [29] which
also developed an angular ROM for the BTE, but the new method presented here provides
improvements in both accuracy and solver stability. Following initial publication of [29],
further investigation found that the POD discretisation could result in solver instabilities,
whereby the total solver iterations required for solution convergence oscillated significantly
with varying POD expansion sizes. This issue seems inherent with the POD basis functions
themselves, as similar traits have been observed with two independent codes using different
spatial FEM formulations and solver technologies. That is, in [29] a stabilized continuous
FEM with a GMRES solver was used, and here a discontinuous FEM with a sweep based
solver is employed. A likely contributing factor to these instabilities is the use of global
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POD basis functions that direct particles through all angles on the sphere. Apart from this
placing significant strain on the basis functions to reconstruct solutions over wide angles,
other such functions which are not based on spherical harmonics have been shown in previ-
ous studies to cause other numerical issues [35]. In [35] a remedy was to break the global
span of the functions and instead use localised functions covering the octants of the sphere.
Thus, a new approach has been formulated here that allows the angular flux to be resolved
using optimised basis functions over distinct angular regions. These regions can be defined
arbitrarily, but in this case each angular octant delimits a partition, which is shown to be
effective in stabilizing the method.
This article also presents an adaptive angular algorithm enabling each spatial node to be
resolved independently using the optimal number of angular basis functions. Whilst other
adaptive angular algorithms exist [36, 37, 38], this is the first time such a method has been
developed with POD basis sets. Thus, the novelty of this article is in the development of
a new angular reduced order model with adaptive capabilities. The model can provide op-
timised angular resolution using new adaptive POD basis sets, which improve solver scaling
and solution accuracy while reducing the discrete problem size.
In generating the POD angular functions, snapshots of the angular flux vectors are taken
through space, rather than through time as in conventional POD approaches. This has sim-
ilarities to [39, 40], which solve the two dimensional time-independent parabolized Navier-
Stokes equation using a spatial dimension as though it were time.
This article is set out as follows. Section 2 explains the method used to produce the POD
model. It describes the Boltzmann transport equation, the full order discretisation of the
angular and spatial dimensions, then the process of recording snapshot data and forming
the new reduced order model. In section 3, two numerical examples are presented which
demonstrate the ability of the ROM to provide accurate and efficient solutions for both
reactor-type and shielding-type problems. Section 4 completes this article with a conclusion
of its findings, and suggests future work which may produce further improvements. Section 5
gives acknowledgements, section 6 provides a bibliography, and tables are included in section
7 at the end of the article.
2 Discontinuous and Adaptive Proper Orthogonal De-
composition Methods
2.1 The Boltzmann Transport Equation
The steady state, mono-energetic Boltzmann transport equation describes the angular flux
ψ(~r,Ω) in direction Ω at position ~r:
Ω · ∇ψ(~r,Ω) + Σt(~r)ψ(~r,Ω) = qex(~r) + qs(~r,Ω′ −→ Ω) (1)
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Where qex denotes the isotropic external source, and the scattering source term qs is given
by:
qs(~r,Ω




′ −→ Ω)ψ(~r,Ω′)dΩ′ (2)
The macroscopic scattering, absorption and total removal cross sections are given by Σs, Σa
and Σt respectively, and are related by:
Σt = Σs + Σa (3)
The first term in equation 1 is the advection operator Ω·∇, which can be written in Cartesian
coordinates as:



















Where Ωx, Ωy and Ωz are the components of the unit vector Ω in Cartesian space.
2.2 Angular Discretisation of the Boltzmann Transport Equation
To discretise the angular dimension of equation 1, the angular flux ψ(~r,Ω) is approximated





The approximation in equation 5 is inserted into equation 1, which is then weighted and
integrated over all angles. The Bubnov-Galerkin method is applied, which uses the angular


















∀ i ∈ {1, na} (6)
The Cartesian components of the advection operator Ω · ∇, given by equation 4, are substi-

































∀ i ∈ {1, na} (7)
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+H(~r)Φ(~r) = Q(~r) (8)
Where Ax, Ay, Az and H are matrices of size na × na. Φ(~r) and Q(~r) are vectors of size na,
containing the coefficients of the angular expansion and the contribution of the source term,
























A vector of matrices A is defined as A = (Ax, Ay, Az), which allows equation 8 to be written
as:
(A · ∇+H(~r))Φ(~r) = Q(~r) (9)
2.3 Spatial Discretisation of the Boltzmann Transport Equation
The discontinuous finite element method is applied to discretise the spatial dimensions of
equation 9 [41]. The equation is converted to its weak form by weighting it with a set of ns
basis functions Ni(~r) and integrating over the volume of each element, Ve:(∫
Ve









∀ i ∈ {1, ns} (10)
Green’s Theorem is applied to the advection term in equation 10, splitting it into an integral
over Ve and another over the element boundary Γe:(∫
Γe
Ni(~r)(A · n̂)dΓe −
∫
Ve










∀ i ∈ {1, ns} (11)
n̂ is the unit vector normal to the element boundary. The angularly discretised flux Φ(~r) is






The Bubnov-Galerkin method is applied, which uses the same set of weights as basis func-
















∀ i ∈ {1, ns} (13)
First order upwinding will be used to calculate the flow at the element boundaries [42]. The
















∀ i ∈ {1, ns} (14)
The outflow Ψoutj is the angular flux vector of the element in question, and the inflow Ψ
in
j is
the angular flux vector of its upstream neighbour. Equation 14 is inserted into equation 13

























∀ i ∈ {1, ns} (15)
2.4 The Discontinuous Angular Reduced Order Model
This section describes the reduced order discretisation of the angular dimension of the BTE.
The ROM is based on the use of Proper Orthogonal Decomposion and the method of snap-
shots to form optimal angular basis functions for a particular class of problem. Typical POD
methods use snapshots of spatial coefficients as they vary through time, but here angular
flux profiles are used as they vary through space. This idea was first proposed in [29], which
used vectors of angular coefficients to form the snapshot matrix, resulting in the formation
of POD basis functions that spanned the entire surface of the sphere. The fundamental dif-
ference in this work is to relax the global nature of the POD basis functions, and to instead
form basis sets that span subsets of the sphere. The selection of these angular regions can
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be arbitrary, but in this article each octant of the sphere defines a separate region, which is
shown to stabilise the basis functions and as such should be considered the starting point
for this method. Further subdivision may be beneficial in some contexts, such as highly
anisotropic flux distributions, but has not been investigated in this article. The angular





where Ωi here defines the i
th octant, which will have its own set of optimised basis functions.
Figure 1 depicts one such octant.
Figure 1: An octant on the sphere, which defines the boundaries of an angular region.
Each class of problem is resolved for np cases with varying conditions, such as perturba-
tions to the nuclear material cross-sections. The vectors of angular coefficients formed at the
nodes of the spatial mesh are then partitioned into sets according to their angular region.
By way of example, if the Sn method is used then the vector of angular coefficients on one








where Ψi is a vector containing the ni coefficients with associated directions within Ωi. Note
that na =
i∑
ni. This partitioning of the angular vector is used to form separate snapshot
matrices for each Ωi. When using the octants of the sphere as angular regions, 8 separate
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snapshot matrices are formed from the vectors of angular coefficients at the mesh nodes, for
all problems used in creation of the ROM. The snapshots generated are denoted by
Si =
 | | |Ψ1i Ψ2i ... Ψnhi
| | |
 , ∀i ∈ {1, 8} (18)
which is the concatenation of nh angular vectors from all mesh nodes and problems resolved
- given by nh = ns × np. The POD basis sets for each angular region Ωi can now be formed




where Ui and Vi are unitary matrices of sizes na×na and nh×nh, respectively. The column
vectors of Ui contain the optimised basis vectors that best represent the snapshot data,
ordered such that the first nf columns form the optimal nf basis vectors in the Frobenius
norm. The angular POD basis matrices Ui are formed by truncating each snapshot matrix
such that only the first nf columns are retained:
U jki = U
jk
i ∀i ∈ {1, 8},∀j ∈ {1, nf},∀k ∈ {1, na} (20)
Where U jki and U
jk
i denote the j
th row and kth column of the matrix associated with the
angular region i. The fraction of the information in Ui which is retained in Ui can be











where Ii varies from 0 to 1, with 1 being total capture of the snapshot information. The
matrices Ui can be used to map the angular coefficients between the full and reduced order
models through the relationship,
Ψi(~r) ≈ Uiαi(~r) (22)
for each angular partition Ωi. The full POD expansion can be formed through the summation









Where αji denotes the j
th POD coefficient in angular region i. Note that there is freedom
to set the expansion size of each angular region independently. The combined mapping over
all angular partitions can be expressed as,
U =

U1 0 0 0 0
0
. . . 0 0 0
0 0 Ui 0 0
0 0 0
. . . 0

















Equations 17 and 22 enable this to be compactly written as,
Uα(~r) ≈ Ψ(~r) (24)
Substituting equation 24 into equation 8 and premultiplying by UT projects the angular












α(~r) = UTQ (25)
Spatial discretisation can then be performed on equation 25 as described in section 2.3. Note
that in the case of a single angular region spanning the full sphere, the angular POD method
implemented by Buchan et al. [29], upon which this work is based, is recovered.
2.5 Adaptive Discontinuous Proper Orthogonal Decomposition in
Angle
This section presents an adaptive algorithm using the DPOD basis functions. Instead of
using the same number of basis functions nf everywhere, each octant i and element j has
an associated number of basis functions nij, which can be modified independently. The
adaptive algorithm seeks to determine where to add basis functions in order to maximise
their effectiveness in reducing total error. An initial solution is required in order to calculate
the error metric and begin to add basis functions, and so the problem in question is first
solved with:
nij = 2, ∀i, ∀j (26)
The DPOD basis functions form a hierarchical set, and so their coefficients tend towards
zero as the approximation converges to the exact solution. It is therefore possible to de-
termine which locations would benefit most from additional basis functions by comparing
their final coefficients. If the final coefficient in a particular location is large, it is likely that
an additional basis function would also have a large coefficient, and therefore significantly
impact the solution. However, examination of solution vectors at various points showed that
the magnitude of successive coefficients oscillates, and so a single small coefficient does not
guarantee convergence. As a result, the final coefficient alone was not a reliable metric. To
account for this, the larger of the final two coefficients at each location is compared. A list





ij ), ∀i ∈ {1, 8}, ∀j ∈ {1, ns} (27)
Where αkij denotes the k
th angular coefficient for octant i at node j. The list Lij is sorted
by magnitude, and the largest n+ entries have their associated nij values increased, while
the smallest n− have their nij values decreased (to a minimum of two). Once nij has been
adjusted, the process repeats until the problem has converged to within the desired tolerance.
3 Numerical Examples
In this section, two numerical examples are presented in order to compare POD, DPOD
and ADPOD. Uniform quadrilateral FEM spatial meshes are employed, using discontinuous
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linear basis functions. The full order method employs the Sn discretisation, with a sufficiently
high angular resolution to ensure that the solutions have converged in angle. A sweep based
solver is used to resolve the Sn and all POD methods. At present, this solver has not been
optimised, and so computational efficiency is determined based on the number of solver
iterations required for solution convergence, and the error for a given number of angular
degrees of freedom. It should be noted that for the POD and DPOD methods the complexity,
and hence computation time, of each solver iteration is the same for a given number of basis
functions. Furthermore, the sparsity within the DPOD angular streaming matrices (75% for
2D and 87% for 3D) has not been considered, and so DPOD could potentially be implemented
more efficiently than POD. This will be reviewed in future works, but the purpose of this
analysis is to demonstrate the novel methods’ improved solver convergence and increased
accuracy for a given basis size when compared with Sn and previous angular POD methods.
3.1 The Dog-Leg Duct Problem
The first example is a dog-leg duct problem [44]. Figure 2a shows a schematic of the domain.
Region 1 is a source, region 2 is the duct, and region 3 is a heavy absorber. Vacuum boundary
conditions are applied to the top and right boundaries, and reflective boundary conditions to
the bottom and left boundaries. The spatial dimension is discretised with a 140×180 mesh
of discontinuous linear quadrilateral elements. The full order solutions used for snapshots
and error calculations employed the S40 angular discretisation. Figure 2b shows the scalar
flux distribution of the S40 solution to the extrapolation problem.
(a) Schematic
(b) S40 scalar flux solution
Figure 2: Schematic (a) and S40 scalar flux solution (b) for the dog-leg duct extrapolation problem. Region
1 is the source, region 2 is the void duct and region 3 is a highly absorbing material.
Tables 1 and 2 list the material cross sections for the training and test problems, respect-
ively. The snapshot matrix was formed from all three training solutions, and the resulting
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POD bases were used to solve the test problems. The first test problem is referred to as the
seen problem, as its material properties are identical to one of the training solutions. The
other two are both unseen problems. The interpolation problem has its Σa value within the
range for which snapshots were produced, while Σa for the extrapolation problem lies outside
this range.
(a) Seen (b) Interpolation
(c) Extrapolation
Figure 3: The effects of increasing basis function count on relative scalar flux error for the dog-leg duct
problem.
Figure 3 presents the L1-norm of the relative scalar flux error in solutions of the dog-leg
duct problem against the mean number of basis functions per node. Low order Sn solutions
with degrees of freedom equivalent to the ROMs’ are also shown, in order to provide a com-
parison between the ROMs and a full order model of equivalent computational complexity.
POD consistently has lower error than Sn with the same number of basis functions. DPOD
has a similar level of error to POD for this problem. ADPOD is a huge improvement upon
both, particularly for larger numbers of basis functions, where it has an error almost two
orders of magnitude smaller than POD and DPOD.
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(a) Seen (b) Interpolation
(c) Extrapolation
Figure 4: The effects of increasing basis function count on the number of iterations required to converge to
a solution for the dog-leg duct problem.
Figure 4 shows the number of solver iterations required to converge the solution for each
method. A ROM solution was considered converged when the L1-norm of the difference
between current and previous iterations’ scalar flux solutions decreased below 10−6. In the
case of ADPOD, the number of iterations is presented for each adaptive step, in order to
demonstrate the stability of the ADPOD bases throughout the adaptive process. Due to
the non-scattering media, the Sn discretisation required just two iterations to converge to a
solution, though a third was performed to verify its convergence. As the POD basis func-
tions send flux in every direction rather than just the direction of the current solver sweep,
POD required up to 1.8 orders of magnitude more iterations to converge. The number of
iterations required is also inconsistent, with a range of approximately an order of magnitude,
which causes unpredictable variation in the solve time. By contrast, DPOD and ADPOD
only transport flux in the direction of the current sweep, and so they do not suffer from this
disadvantage. Instead, they converge in two sweeps as with Sn. As the solve time is de-
pendant on the number of iterations required to converge the solution, DPOD and ADPOD
demonstrate significant benefits over POD.
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(a) S8 (b) POD
(c) Discontinuous POD (d) Adaptive Discontinuous POD
Figure 5: Solutions to the dog-leg duct extrapolation problem for all four methods with 40 basis functions
per node, on average in the case of ADPOD.
Figure 5 depicts the scalar flux solutions for the extrapolation problem produced by each
method, using 40 basis functions per node (on average in the case of ADPOD). The full
order solution to this problem is shown in figure 2b. The S8 solution exhibits significant ray
effects, which results in a highly inaccurate flux distribution within the duct. POD reduces
these ray effects somewhat, though they are still visible. However, it has the most inaccurate
peak flux by far. DPOD suffers from significant ray effects in this case, but its peak flux
is much closer to the expected value than that of POD. ADPOD drastically reduces ray
effects compared to every other method, and has the smallest error in its peak flux. Minor
distortions are present, but only in the regions with the least flux, where their effect on the
total error is insignificant. This clearly demonstrates the benefits of DPOD and particularly
ADPOD compared to previous methods in resolving non-scattering problems with few basis
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functions.
(a) -x, +y octant (b) +x, +y octant
(c) -x, -y octant (d) +x, -y octant
Figure 6: Number of ADPOD basis functions per octant per node for the duct extrapolation problem, with
a mean of 40 basis functions per node in total.
Figure 6 depicts the number of basis functions per node for each element and octant in
the domain. A large part of the domain had zero flux in three out of four octants, and the
adaptive algorithm successfully accounted for this by keeping the number of basis functions
in these regions at the minimum of two. Most basis functions were focused inside the duct,
where they contribute most to the overall solution. However, the absorbing regions had
a relatively low cross section, and so flux penetrated into these regions rather than being
immediately attenuated. The adaptive algorithm therefore added basis functions to these
regions as well. ADPOD’s ability to focus basis functions where they are most beneficial
explains its success in drastically reducing error for a given number of basis functions.
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Figure 7: The effect of increasing basis function count on relative angular flux error for the dog-leg duct
extrapolation problem.
Figure 7 presents the relative angular flux error against the number of basis functions
per node, which is a more accurate error metric than the scalar flux error. The results are
similar to the scalar flux error plots, but in this case DPOD is an improvement upon POD
in every situation. This suggests that POD and DPOD were comparable in scalar flux error
due to cancellation of errors, which does not occur with angular flux. Once again, ADPOD
performs significantly better than either method, particularly for large basis function counts.
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(a) x = 1.5cm, y = 1.5cm (b) x = 6.0cm, y = 10.5cm (c) x = 7.5cm, y = 16.0cm
Figure 8: Angular flux distributions at various points in the dog leg duct problem. From top to bottom,
S40, S8, and adaptive discontinuous POD. Both S8 and ADPOD have a mean of 40 basis functions per
node, while S40 has 840 basis functions per node.
Figure 8 depicts the angular flux profiles at three points in the domain. The locations
of each point are shown in figure 2a. The S40 solution has 840 basis functions, while the
S8 and ADPOD solutions both have 40. The S8 angular discretisation is highly inaccurate.
The solid angles subtended by each basis function are large, and so complex angular flux
profiles can not be accurately represented. By contrast, ADPOD is able to reproduce the S40
angular flux profiles with only minor differences. The ADPOD solution has a higher angular
resolution as its snapshots were produced with S40, and the adaptive method included enough
basis functions at these points to reproduce the S40 solution with only minor errors. This
demonstrates the benefits of ADPOD in approximating higher order angular discretisations.
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3.2 The Watanabe-Maynard Problem
The second example is the Watanabe-Maynard problem [45]. A schematic is shown in Figure
9a. Region 1 is an isotropic square source, region 2 is a void, and region 3 is a highly scattering
material. Vacuum boundary conditions are applied to the top and right boundaries, and
reflective boundary conditions to the bottom and left boundaries. The domain is discretised
using an 80×80 mesh of discontinuous linear quadrilateral elements in space. Full order
solutions for snapshot generation and error comparison were produced using S30 in angle.
Figure 9b shows the scalar flux distribution of the S30 solution to the extrapolation problem.
(a) Schematic
(b) S30 scalar flux solution
Figure 9: Schematic (a) and S30 scalar flux solution (b) for the Watanabe-Maynard extrapolation problem.
Region 1 is the source, region 2 is a void and region 3 is a highly scattering material.
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Figure 10: Σa and Σs values used to produce snapshots and solutions for the
Watanabe-Maynard problem.
Figure 10 shows Σa and Σs values in the non-void regions for eight solutions and three
test problems. The snapshot matrix was formed by combining all eight training solutions,
and the POD bases produced were used to solve all three test problems. As previously, one
set of material properties had been seen in the offline stage, one was an interpolation between
seen properties, and one was an extrapolation outside the range of seen material properties.
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(a) Seen (b) Interpolation
(c) Extrapolation
Figure 11: The effects of increasing basis function count on relative scalar flux error for the
Watanabe-Maynard problem.
Figure 11 presents the L1-norm of the relative scalar flux error in solutions of the
Watanabe-Maynard problem against the mean number of basis functions per node for each
method. Results from low order Sn solutions are shown for comparison, as previously. POD
generally has a lower error than Sn with the same number of basis functions, though it
struggles with 12 and fewer. In particular, POD could not produce a solution for the seen
problem with 12 basis functions, as the system diverged. DPOD did not suffer from this
issue, and also had consistently less error for a given number of basis functions than POD,
usually by a factor of two to three. ADPOD improved upon this, reducing error by a further
factor of two to three compared to DPOD.
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(a) Seen (b) Interpolation
(c) Extrapolation
Figure 12: The effects of increasing basis function count on the number of iterations required to converge a
solution for the Watanabe-Maynard problem.
Figure 12 shows the number of solver iterations required to converge the solution for
each method. The criterion for a solution to be considered converged was the same as for
the dog-leg duct problem. However, the Watanabe-Maynard problem contains scattering
regions, which must be resolved by iteration, and so every method required more iterations
to converge than for the dog-leg duct problem. As previously, POD performs much worse
than any other method by this metric. It consistently requires more iterations to solve
than the three other methods, and the exact number of iterations varies significantly. The
other methods all converge faster and more consistently, with similar numbers of iterations
required for each, though DPOD and ADPOD converge slightly faster than Sn. As the solve
time is dependant on the number of iterations required to converge the solution, DPOD and
ADPOD again demonstrate clear benefits over POD.
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(a) S6 (b) POD
(c) Discontinuous POD (d) Adaptive Discontinuous POD
Figure 13: Solutions to the Watanabe-Maynard extrapolation problem for all four methods with 24 basis
functions per node, on average in the case of ADPOD.
Figure 13 depicts the scalar flux solutions produced for the extrapolation problem by
each method with 24 basis functions per node (on average in the case of ADPOD). The full
order solution to this problem is shown in figure 9b. The S6 solution exhibits significant
ray effects. POD reduces these ray effects somewhat, but makes them less regular and so
increases error in some regions. It is particularly poor at resolving the source region, which
leads to a more inaccurate peak flux than even the S6 solution. DPOD improves upon the
previous method - ray effects are significantly reduced, the source region is well resolved
and the peak flux is relatively accurate. However, some visible ray effects are still present.
ADPOD further reduces ray effects compared to DPOD, and has a similar error in its peak
flux. This shows the advantages of DPOD and ADPOD in resolving scattering problems
with few basis functions.
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(a) -x, +y octant (b) +x, +y octant
(c) -x, -y octant (d) +x, -y octant
Figure 14: Number of ADPOD basis functions per octant per node for the duct extrapolation problem,
with a mean of 84 basis functions per node in total.
Figure 14 depicts the number of ADPOD basis functions per node for each element and
octant in the domain. In contrast to the dog-leg duct results, a significant amount of flux
was present in all four octants due to scattering. Despite this, the algorithm was able to
distribute the added basis functions in order to maximise their contribution to the solution.
Most basis functions were added to the top right octant, which contained the majority
of the flux due to the problem’s geometry. In the other three octants, basis functions were
primarily added downstream of the source and scattering regions. This optimisation enabled
ADPOD to improve upon POD and DPOD, despite the broad angular flux distribution in
the Watanabe-Maynard problem.
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Figure 15: The effect of increasing basis function count on relative angular flux error for the
Watanabe-Maynard extrapolation problem.
Figure 15 presents the relative angular flux error against the number of basis functions
per node. These are similar to the results for the dog-leg duct problem - POD has the highest
error, then DPOD, and ADPOD has the lowest. However, ADPOD does not improve upon
DPOD to the same extent as in the dog-leg duct problem. This is because flux travels
throughout the domain in this problem, and so basis functions are required everywhere. By
contrast, in the dog-leg duct problem flux is primarily limited to the duct itself, and so basis
functions can be focused in that region. The results again demonstrate that increasing the
basis function count consistently reduces the angular flux error.
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(a) x = 0.625cm, y = 0.625cm (b) x = 0.625cm, y = 4.375cm (c) x = 0.625cm, y = 8.750cm
Figure 16: Angular flux distributions at various points in the Watanabe-Maynard extrapolation problem.
From top to bottom, S30, S6, and adaptive discontinuous POD. ADPOD and S6 both use a mean of 24
basis functions per node, while S30 has 480.
Figure 16 depicts the angular flux profiles at three points within the domain. The loc-
ations of each point are shown in figure 9a. S6 and ADPOD both used 24 basis functions,
while S30 has 480. The S6 discretisation is highly inaccurate. It performs particularly poorly
in the scattering region, where the flux is distributed over a much wider range of angles than
it should be. ADPOD performs far better, producing a reasonable approximation to the
expected result.
4 Conclusion
This article has developed a new reduced order model for discretising the angular dimension
of the Boltzmann transport equation, which is based upon POD and the method of snap-
shots. The snapshots are formed from angular flux vectors taken from many spatial nodes,
in a similar manner to previous work on angular POD [29]. The novel aspects of this work
are the discontinuous formulation of the POD basis functions, which each span one octant
in angle rather than the entire sphere, and the implementation of angular adaptivity using
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these discontinuous basis functions.
For the same angular size, the method of DPOD is shown to consistently increase accuracy
slightly over POD, which is itself more accurate than Sn by up to half an order of magnitude.
Additionally, the number of solver iterations required to converge each solution was both
reduced by up to 1.8 orders of magnitude, and made more stable - solver iterations oscillated
with basis size when using POD, while with DPOD they converged to the same value and
did not oscillate. When combined, these two factors reduced solve times by up to 2 orders
of magnitude compared to POD for the dog-leg duct problem, and by up to 1.5 orders of
magnitude for the Watanabe-Maynard problem.
In both numerical examples, the implementation of angular adaptivity via ADPOD provided
further reductions in error. This was particularly successful in the dog-leg duct problem,
where ADPOD reduced error for a given number of basis functions by up to an order of
magnitude over DPOD, and thereby reduced solve times by up to 3 orders of magnitude in
total compared to POD. For the Watanabe-Maynard problem, the reduction in error com-
pared to DPOD was by a factor of 2-3, and the total reduction in solve time compared to
POD was by up to 1.8 orders of magnitude. A significant contributor to the reduction in
error is that ADPOD almost eliminated visible ray effects, thus improving accuracy in those
regions which would’ve been affected by them.
The benefits of DPOD and ADPOD have been clearly demonstrated in this article. They
offer reductions in both total error and solver iterations compared to previous angular POD
methods. As both of these factors contribute to computational complexity, when they are
both reduced computation time decreases significantly.
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7 Tables
Problem Region Source (cm−2s−1) Σa (cm
−1) Σs (cm
−1)
1 1.00 0.40 0.00
1 2 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 0.00 0.40 0.00
1 1.00 0.50 0.00
2 2 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 0.00 0.50 0.00
1 1.00 0.60 0.00
3 2 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 0.00 0.60 0.00
Table 1: Material properties for the dog-leg duct training solutions.
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Problem Region Source (cm−2s−1) Σa (cm
−1) Σs (cm
−1)
1 1.00 0.50 0.00
Seen 2 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 0.00 0.50 0.00
1 1.00 0.45 0.00
Interpolate 2 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 0.00 0.45 0.00
1 1.00 0.35 0.00
Extrapolate 2 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 0.00 0.35 0.00
Table 2: Material properties for the dog-leg duct test problems.
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